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THE ISLANDS OF BEQA (Mbengga) and Yanuca
(Yanutha) rise from the eastern end of the
Vatulele-Beqa Ridge (lineament), an aban-
doned island arc that is a discrete structural
unit in southern Fiji (Kroenke 1984, Brocher
and Holmes 1985). Investigations on Vatulele
Island, at the western end of the ridge, allowed
a detailed tectonic history of that island to
be worked out principally from analysis of
emerged shoreline elevations and the pattern
of faulting in the limestone of which most of
the island surface consists (Nunn 1988a; in
press). The purpose of the study on the vol-
canic islands of Beqa and Yanuca, reported in
this paper, was to examine evidence for emer-
gence and therefore to assess the tectonic his-
tory of the whole Vatulele- Beqa Ridge.
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PATRICK D. NUNN2
ABSTRACT: Data referring to elevations of emerged shoreline indicators along
the coasts of Beqa and Yanuca islands in southern Fiji were collected and
indicate the presence of former mean sea levels at elevations (and shoreline
names) of 0.96 m (MUAI), 1.93 m (BULl), 2.63 m (MUA2), 4.32 m (MUA3),
5.94 m (MUA4), and 7.79 m (MUA5) above present mean sea level. No dates
for shoreline formation or emergence are available directly although age is
believed to increase with increasing elevation. Investigations of the Beqa lagoon
floor and comparison of shoreline levels between eastern Beqa, western Beqa,
Yanuca, and Vatulele island (at the western end of the Vatulele-Beqa Ridge)
suggest that downfaulting along faults and grabens trending a little west of north
has occurred both during and since the time of shoreline emergence. Uplift related
perhaps to either compression of the area between the Kadavu Trench (Hunter
Fracture Zone) to the south and the Fiji Fracture Zone to the north or the
renewal of northward underplating along the Kadavu Trench is believed to
be responsible for shoreline emergence, which was probably contemporary
along the whole Vatulele-Beqa Ridge and occurred during-the middle and late
Quaternary.
Beqa is wholly the product of subaerial vol-
canism. The old volcanic center lies near the
southwest corner of Malumu Bay, which ef-
fectively divides Beqa in two (Figure 1). A
parasitic volcanic center was established on
the flanks of the main volcano just north of
Vaga Bay. Although most of the island is
formed from volcaniclastics, the dates of the
main eruptive activity have been obtained
from an andesite flow in the northwest, dated
to 3.07 ± 0.08 million yr ago (Ma), and a
basalt on offshore Ugaga (Unganga or Stuart)
Island, dated to 4.21 ± 0.06 Ma (Whelan et
al. 1985). The interior of Beqa, in which rock
dips closely follow ground-surface dips, is
only moderately dissected. The nine settle-
ments are located on a narrow discontinuous
coastal plain . Beqa is 36.30 km2 in area and
rises to 440 m.
Yanuca (Figure 1)represents a volcano sep-
arate from that of Beqa and is of submarine
origin, as testified to by pillow lavas and de-
rived lithified sandstones. Dates of eruptive
activity range from 5.0 ± 0.2 Ma (quoted by
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F IGURE I. Outlin e of the geology and geomorphology of Beqa and Yanu ca showing field sites (1- 45) to which data
in Table 2 refer. No reef is shown. Dot shading is hornblende-augite andesite, which fills old volcanic centers on Beqa.
Mapping of this and the fault s shown was by Band (1968). Location of these island s relative to Viti Levu is shown in
the inset in which the fluted lines represent major reefs.
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Kroenke 1984) to 4.00 ± 0.05 Ma (Whelan et
al. 1985). Yanuca is 1.5 km2 in area and
reaches just over 100 m in height.
Both Beqa and Yanuca are enclosed within
a single barrier reef up to 1.3 km wide, which
marks the edge of an undulating platform up
to 45 m deep. The islands are subject to south-
east tradewinds all year round. Mean annual
temperature is 25° C , varying only slightly
throughout the year; precipitation ranges
from a maximum of 300 em annually in
Beqa's southeast quadrant to around 220 em
on the northwest side (Rajotte and Bigay
1981).
Despite being the closest inhabited islands
to Suva (the capital of Fiji), Beqa and Yanuca
have received little attention compared to
man y other, more remote islands of similar
size in Fiji.
Some of the earliest interest was shown by
those seeking to ascertain the relationship be-
tween coral-reef configuration and island
tectonics ; Contrary to -the then-prevailing
view that fringing reefs were converted to
barrier reefs through volcanic island sub-
sidence, Foye (1918: 81) argued that on Beqa
(Mbengha) the evidence did "not warrant the
assumption that the island has subsided to
any great extent." Davis (1928) disagreed with
Foye 's views, regarding the evidence for sub-
sidence as plentiful. Davis' argument hinged
on a belief in a causal relationship between
coastal embayments and island subsidence,
which has since been rendered largely aca-
demic owing to the recognition that the
Holocene transgression drowned all coasts,
creating embayments that are not necessarily
indicative of subsidence.
A reconnaissance survey of the geology of
Beqa (J. M. Romanu, unpublished Fiji Geo-
logical Survey Note 86, 1961),which reported
emerged notches at Rukua village, paved the
way for that of Band (1968), which remains
the most detailed geological survey of Beqa
and Yanuca to date.
K. Berryman (unpublished New Zealand
Geological Survey Report 70, 1979) reported
data referring to possible displaced shoreline
levels on Beqa that contributed to his seismo-
tectonic zoning of Fiji. Expressed relative to
mean sea level, those data are as follows:
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on Ugaga Island, notch lips and terraces at
1.35 m, 2.85 m, and 6.85 m; at Rukua village,
notch lips and terraces at 1.35 m, 6.85 m, and
18.85 m; at Soliyaga (Suliyanga) village, a
notch lip at 0.85 m and a terrace at 8.85 m;
along the sides of Malumu Bay, terraces at
1.35 m, 2.35 m, and 9.35 m. The highest ter-
races at Rukua, Soliyaga, and around Malumu
Bay were not found during my survey in 1988.
More recent investigations have concen-
trated on the Beqa lagoon, which is of interest
in petroleum exploration (R. A. Eden and R.
Smith , unpublished Fiji Mineral Resources
Department Note BP34/5, 1984). Metallifer-
ous mineralization associated with the center
of the old Beqa volcano has also been investi-
gated recently .
Coastal Types
Most of the coastline of Beqa and Yanuca
alternates between coral-sand beaches fringing
coastal plains , composed of alluvium, col-
luvium, and marine-derived materials, and
cliffs at the foot of which a narrow beach is
often found in association with a well-
developed wave-cut platform at low tide level.
This basic division of coastal types corre-
sponds to the aggradational and erosional
alternation that would be expected along such
a comparatively steep, indented coastline.
Less common coastal types include barrier
beaches with standing water on their land-
ward sides, confined to the northwest-facing
shores of Beqa, which receive the waves with
the longest fetch in the area, and mangrove-
colonized intertidal mud flats around the
mouths of large rivers, especially at the heads
of Malumu and Vaga bays.
Holocene Coastline Development
Following its early Holocene rise, sea level
in most parts of the Southwest Pacific reached
its present level between 4500 and 6000 yr B.P.
(Thorn and Chappell 1975, Marshall and
Jacobson 1985, Nunn 1989a) and , in many
places, including the area with which this
paper is concerned, exceeded that level sub-
sequently (Buddemeier et al. 1975,Easton and
Ku 1980, Roy , in press). In southern Fiji, sea
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level reached 1.0-1.6 m above its present level
around 3500 years B.P. and has since fallen
reasonably uniformly (Shepherd 1988, Sugi-
mura et al. 1988, Nunn 1989a). This series of
events , combined with the initial settlement of
Beqa and Yanuca, probably 3000-2000 years
B.P. (earliest settlement date from a Lapita
site just off the Viti Levu mainland to the
northwest of the Beqa group is 2980 ± 80 yr
B.P. [Green 1979]), provides the background
to late Holocene coastline development that
is described in three stages with approximate
dates below.
( I) 10,000-6000/4000 yr B.P.
During the relative ly low sea level at the
beginning of the Holocene, islands such as
Beqa and Yanuca would have had a fortress-
like appearance, with steep walls of Pleisto-
cene reef fringing the volcanic core (Gibbons
1984). Sea-level rise in the early Holocene
would have occurred on these steep faces, but
-- vertical reef growth would not have begun
until sea level exceeded the level of the sub-
aerially reduced surface of the Pleistocene
reef.
Sea level rose at an average rate of
3.5 m/1000 yr between 8000 and 4000 yr B.P.
(Nunn 1989a), and although such rates are
known to have been matched by those of ver-
tical reef growth on the mid-Pacific atoll of
Tarawa (Marshall and Jacobson 1985), they
exceed those from elsewhere in the Pacific
(Labeyrie et al. 1969, Tracey and Ladd 1974).
In such a situation, it is generally believed that
reef growth would have lagged behind sea-
level rise (Neumann and MacIntyre 1985,
Davies et al. 1985).
On Beqa and Yanuca, this lag may have
given rise to a " Holocene high energy
window ," a period of higher-than-present
wave energy that preceded the development of
protective reefs (Neumann 1972, Hopley
1984). The effects of the mid-Holocene high-
energy window described by Hopley (1984)
and others are believed to account most satis-
factorily for the contemporary coastal land-
forms in southern Fiji.
(2) 6000/4000-3000 yr B.P.
This was a time of relative stability of sea
level in the area, the first for about 14,000 yr.
The principal consequence of this stability
was a marked increase in the rate of lateral
shoreline erosion, a rate that would have sig-
nificantly exceeded modern rates for as long
as the high-energy window remained open .
Extensive shore platforms were cut in places
at this time, mostly at low tide level. These
shore platforms were backed by wide-mouthed
notches, especially along shorelines composed
of easily erodible or unstratified rocks, which
include the volcaniclastic coasts of Beqa and
Yanuca and the limestones of VatuIeIe Island .
Once the Ho locene high-energy window
was closed, coastal processes became com-
paratively subd ued. The reefs had reached sea
level and had begun to develop reef flats. It is
possible that sea level had begun falling from
its Holocene high stage before the accreting
reef surface reached that level.
(3) 3000-0 yr B.P.
Sea level fell during this period at an aver-
age rate of 0.5 m/1000 years (Nunn 1989a), a
process that exposed the shorelines formed at
the higher level. In parts of Fiji, it has been
demonstrated that the exposed shore plat-
forms became covered with aeolian deposits
and colluvium at this time (Nunn 1988a; in
press). Subsequent alluviation, soil develop-
ment , and vegetation colonization trans-
formed these old shorelines on many Pacific
islands into comparatively attractive environ-
ments for settlement, which may partly ex-
plain the rapid settlement of the South Pacific
at this time (Schofield 1977, Nunn 1988b).
Sea-level rise in many parts of this region has
been recorde d over the last 70-90 yr (P.O.
Nunn, unpublished report to the South Pa-
cific Commission, 1989).
Shoreline Formation and Displacement
Emerged shorelines have been used in many
parts of the world to make authoritative state-
ments about the past , especially the tectonic
and eustatic changes experienced at particular
times in particular places. Although the most
cogent and precise reconstructions come from
emerged aggradational and biogenic shoreline
indicators (e.g., Chappell 1983, Taylor et al.
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1987), emerged erosional shorelines have been
used in many places, especially midocean is-
lands , to infer details of past history (e.g.,
Stearns 1961 , Pirazzoli 1978, Yonekura 1983,
Nunn 1984a,b, I989a). Of particular interest
has been the recognition of coseismic uplift
that occurs during repeated large-magnitude
earthquakes and produces series of regularly
spaced emerged shorelines (Taylor et al. 1980,
Chappell 1983;Nunn, in press) . Compilations
of such information have proven to be im-
portant to seismotectonic zoning and large-
magnitude earthquake prediction in parts of
the Pacific (K. Berryman, unpublished New
Zealand Geological Survey Report 70, 1979;
Nunn 1989b).
On tropical limestone coasts, one of the
most common types of emerged erosional
shoreline indicators used in such reconstruc-
tions has been notches, the classification
and formation of which were discussed by
Pirazzoli (1986). Many volcanic-rock coast-
lines display sequences of emerged notches
that are morphologically similar to those
found on limestone coasts. Discussions of the
formation and significance of coastal notches
cut in volcanic rocks have been few; I have
identified only three studies (Emery and
Foster 1956, Guilcher et al. 1962, Guilcher
and Bodere 1975).
From viewing notches in limestones and
volcaniclastics on island coasts in close pro-
ximity, I contend that notches in certain vol-
canic materials have origins similar to those
in limestones and can, therefore, where these
notches are emerged , be assigned a compa-
rable significance as indicators of tectonic and
eustatic history. This is true of Vatulele Is-
land, where four emerged notches cut in lime-
stone have been documented (Ladd 1930,
Nunn 1988a, in press) , and ofthe nearby Beqa
group, which I visited for the first time shortly
after having completed fieldwork on Vatulele.
The notches being formed at present on the
islands of the Vatulele-Beqa Ridge (Beqa ,
Vatulele, Yanuca [see Figure I, inset]) are all
the result of marine erosion, primarily solu-
tion and bioerosion, which is known to affect
certain volcanic rocks in a fashion similar to
its effect on limestones (Pirazzoli 1986). The
reason for favoring corrosion rather than
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abrasion as the dominant notch-forming pro-
cess on Beqa and Yanuca is that the coasts of
these islands are presently reef-fringed and
characterized by low wave energy except dur-
ing storm surges. The inside surfaces of the
notches are irregular and pitted rather than
smooth and polished. Further, with a few ex-
ceptions, the mouths of the modern notches
do not exceed present tidal range (1 m), as has
been observed in abrasion notches. Using
Pirazzoli 's (1986) classification, I believe the
notches of Beqa, Vatulele, and Yanuca to be
midlittoral tidal notches that formed in mod-
erately to very sheltered environments; these
are the most precise indicators of sea level
among the range of erosional shoreline land-
form s. Numerous field studies (e.g., Hodgkin
1964, Gill 1973, Montaggioni 1979, Kawana
and Pirazzoli 1985) have shown that mean sea
level corresponds to the retreat (innermost)
point of such notches and that the roof and
floor levels mark approximate mean high and
low tide levels, respectively. These relation-
ships have also been applied to emerged
notches to calculate precise magnitudes of
emergence by measuring between similar
datum levels. Such studies have been useful
contributions to an understanding ofpast sea-
level and tectonic changes in many parts of the
world , including the Southwest Pacific (e.g.,
Stoddart 1969, Taylor 1978, K. Berryman
[unpublished New Zealand Geological Survey
Report 70] 1979, Miyata et al. 1988).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Collection ofField Data
The clearest evidence for shoreline displace-
ment on Beqa and Yanuca is confined to
cliffed coasts and is represented by emerged
erosional landforms (Figure 2). Fieldwork in-
volved measuring the elevations and dimen-
sions of indicators of shoreline displacement
around the coasts of Beqa and Yanuca. When
the high tide level was apparent, indicated by
the upper limit of vermetid growth, for ex-
ample , it was used as the field measurement
base; otherwise, sea level at the time of mea-
surement was used. Data relative to both these
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FIGURE 2. Cliff pro files and former mean sea levels (broken lines) to which emerged notches can be related. All
elevations are in meters above present mean sea level. Vertical exaggeration is ca. zero.
TABL E I
TIDAL LEVELS AT RUKUAVILLAGE, BEQA
No absolute ages are available to help date
the shorelines of which the notches are part,
although altitudinal comparison with the
Vatulele sequence does allow some inference
N OTE: From Anonymous ( 1988).
• Lowest Astro nomical Tide level at Suva. Fiji.
+ 1.70 m
+ 1.60 m
+ U 5 m
+0.70 m
+ 0.60 m
RELATIVE TO
FIJI DATUM*
+0.55 m
+0.45 m
0.00
-0.45 m
- 0.55 m
RELATIVETO
MEANSEA LEVEL
Mean high water spring
Mean high water neap
Mean sea level
Mean low water neap
Mean low water spring
TIDAL LEVEL
bases were subsequently calculated relative to
present mean sea level (Table 1) using daily
tide tables (Anonymous 1988).All data in this
paper are expressed relative to mean sea level.
Maximum measurement errors for most data
are around 0.2 m.
Data referring to shoreline displacement
are listed in Table 2 by site numbe r (shown
in Figure 1). In Table 2, data in parentheses
refer to elevations offeatures measured. (e.g.,
notch retreat points, shore platform surfaces);
those data not in parentheses refer to the
heights of the mean sea level bases represented
by the features measured abo ve present mean
sea level. The latter data are thus the closest
possible approximations of the net change in
(mean) sea level represented by the emerged
landforms.
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TA BLE 2
S HORELINE D ISPLACEMENT D ATA FROM B EQA AND Y ANUCA
NOTE: Field sites are shown in Figure I. Data in parentheses
are original data relative to mean sea level;data no t in parentheses
are the differences between present mean sea level and the mean
sea level at which the displaced shoreline was formed . The la tter
data are those used in dat a analysis.
• Ugaga data from K. Berryman (unpublished New Zea land
Geological Survey Repo rt 70, 1979).
SITE NUMBER (NAME)
Beqa
I
2 (Rukua)
3 (Rukua)
4 (Rukua)
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
15
16 (Mo turiki)
17
18
19
20
21 (Muaisila)
22 (Bulewatabu)
23 (Bulewatabu)
24
25 (Vatuvakawa)
26
27
28
29 (Tadanibeqa)
30
Yanuca
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
40
41
43
44
Ugaga
45*
DATA
(2.15) 2.15
(1.75) 2.25
(1.75) 1.75; (1.95-2.25) 2.10; (4.35)
4.35
(2.35- 2.55) 2.45; (6.00) 6.00
(2.45- 2.55) 2.50
(2.40) 2.40
(1.75) 1.75; (2. 15) 2.15
(6.05) 6.05
(1.45) 1.45
(5.80-6.10) 5.95
(0.95-1.35) 1.15
(3.30) 3.30
(2.05) 2.05
(1.65-2.25) 1.95
(1.85) 1.85
(1.75) 1.75
(1.35- 1.65) 1.50
(1.25) 1.25; (2.65) 2.65
(0.85) 0.85; (2.55) 2.55; (4.15- 4.45)
4.30; (6.45) 6.45; (7.25) 7.25
(0.65) 0.65; (2.25) 2.25; (2.65) 2.65;
(4.55) 4.55
(8.10-8.30) 8.20
(4.65) 4.65; (9.20) 9.20
(6.20) 6.20
(0.65) 0.65
(1.75- 1.85) 1.80
(1.75-1.85) 1.80; (2.75) 2.75
(0.95) 0.95
(0.65) 0.65; (3.55) 3.55
(2.45) 2.45
(1.25) 1.25
(2.65) 2.65; (4.55) 4.55
(0.95) 0.95
(5.40) 5.40
(2.25) 2.25; (3.45) 3.45
(5.80) 5.80; (6.30) 6.30
(2.85) 2.85
(2.05) 2.05
(2.85) 2.85
(5.25) 5.25
(3.25) 3.25
(2.50) 1.85; (4.00) 3.35; (8.00) 7.35
to be made about shoreline age in the context
of the whole Vatulele-Beqa Ridge (see below).
The relati ve ages of the shorelines cannot be
determined with complete certainty although
conside ration of the likely cause of shorel ine
uplift suggests, as does the decrea se in mor-
phological clarity and continuity with increa s-
ing elevation, that shoreline age increases with
increasing elevation. The small elevation
range and similarity in shoreline elevation
interval to dated Pacific coastline sequences
elsewhere (e.g., Neefand Veeh 1977, Chappell
1983, Pillans 1983) are also observations that
support an increase in age with increasing
elevation. In the absence of contrary evidence,
I assume this to be the case.
RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION
Histograms (Figure 3) were constructed
using half tide (0.5 m) as interval width for all
data, which were subsequently divided into
those from eastern Beqa (sites 18-25), western
Beqa (sites 1-17 and 26-30) includ ing Ugaga
Island (site 45), and Yanuca (sites 31-44).
Beqa is divided along the line of the Malumu
Bay fau lt (Figure 1). Anal ysis proceeded on
the assumption that the five emerged notches
at Muai sila (site 21) represent discrete shore-
lines (MUA I to MUA5 from lowest to high-
est) that find expression elsewhere in the area.
Although analysi s of the relative levels of
shoreline groups across the area does allow
statements about relative tectonics to be
made, the question as to how the whole area
has been displaced relative to the modem
shoreline is more difficult to resolve. Al-
though the Muaisila (site 21) sequence in-
cludes five emerged shorelines, each of which
is represented elsewhere, albeit at slightly dif-
ferent levels, there is another shoreline, which
is clearly represented at sites 3, 8, and 22 (at
levels of 1.75 m, 1.75 m, and 2.25 m, respec-
tively) yet is not visible at Muaisil a. Because
this shoreline (BULl after Bulewatabu [site
22])exhib its the same amount ofdisplacement
between eastern and western Beqa (0.5 m) cal-
culated for the other emerged shorelines, it is
considered to be a discrete entity.
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FIGURE 3. Histograms of shoreline displacement data. Shorelines MUAI to MUA5 are traced graphically through
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TABLE 3
SUMMARY OF DATA ANALYSIS ON SHORELINE GROUPS
MEAN SHORELINE LEVEL (NUMBER OF DATA)
SHORELINE EASTERN WESTERN WHOLE
NAME BEQA BEQA YANUCA AREA* VATULELEt
MUAI 0.92(3) 0.85(4) 1.10(2) 0.96(9) 0.70(2)
BUll 1.83(3) 1.81(9) 2.15(2) 1.93(14) 2.20(29)
MUA2 2.62(3) 2.34(8) 2.92(6) 2.63(17)
MUA3 4.50(3) 3.64(4) 4.55(1) 4.23(8) 4.06(15)
MUA4 6.33(2) 6.00(3) 5.48(3) 5.94(8) 6.20(4)
MUA5 8.22(3) 7.35(1) 6.30(1)1 7.79(4) 7.85(3)
NOTE: All data are in meters relat ive to present mean sea level.
• This refers to the Beqa and Yanuca group only .
t Data given for compa rative purposes, from Nunn (1988a).
1Co nsidered a rogue measurement because oflocal faulting at site 37, this is not used in calculation of MUA5 group mean .
TABL E 4
INTERVALS BETWEEN MEAN SEA LEVELS REpRESENTED BY DISPLACED SHORELINES
INTERVALS
SHORELINE EASTERN WESTERN WHOLE
PAIR BEQA BEQA YANUCA AREA* VATULELEt
MUAI /BULI 0.91 0.96 1.05 0.97 1.50
BULl /M UA2 0.79 0.53 0.77 0.70
MUA2/MUA3 1.88 1.30 1.63 1.60 1.86§
M UA3/M UA4 1.83 2.36 0.93 1.71 2.14
MUA4/M UA5 1.89 1.35 0.821 1.62 1.65
NOTE: All dat a are in meters. Note that no interval is less than the maximum measurement erro rs of 0.5 m for higher notches and
0.2 m for the rest, which implies that the identification of the six shorelines is valid.
'This refers to the Beqa and Yanuca gro up only.
t Data given for comparative purposes, from Nunn (1988a).
1The MUA5 value here is not considered reliable (see Table 3) and is not used in the calculation of the value in column 5.
§Actually the figure between BULl and MUA 3; MUA2 is absent on Vatu lele.
Six emerged shorelines are therefore re-
cognized in the area , the type site for five
(MUAI -MUA5) is at Muaisila (site 21),
and that for the other (BULl) is at nearby
Bulewatabu (site 22). Because it is not certain
what the actual direction of displacement
has been in the area , the mean elevations of
emerged shorelines in each group are used to
classify the shoreline. The data analysis in-
volved is summarized in Table 3, where values
from Vatulele Island are also shown. The cor-
respondence between mean (whole area) values
from the Beqa and Yanuca group and those
from Vatulele is remarkable and has implica-
tions for the tectonic history of the Vatulele-
Beqa Ridge.
Some confirmation of the identification of
these six shoreline groups can be gained by
calculation of the intervals between them in
different places. As shown in Table 4, the
intervals between the mean sea levels repre-
sented by the six shorelines never fall below
the maximum measurement errors and are
similar from place to place within the Beqa
and Yanuca group. Similarity to the intervals
between the Vatulele shorelines is also ap-
parent. Were the shorelines not continuous
throughout the area, discrepancies would be
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expected both in the intervals between indi-
vidual shorelines in particular places and in
the vertical sequence of intervals acro ss the
area.
The relative levels ofshorelines in the Beqa-
Yanuca area are depicted graphically in Fig-
ure 4 using data from Table 3. It is clear from
this diagram that relative downfaulting to the
west has occurred along the Malumu Bay
fault since the formation of at least the three
lower shorelines (MUAI -MUA3).
The other important observation is that
shorelines MUAI -MUA3 are lower in west-
ern Beqa than on Yanuca, and this may also
be the result of downfaulting. It is therefore
concluded tha t that part of the Vatulele-Beqa
Ridge occupied by the main part of Beqa
(west Beqa) has been displaced downward re-
lative to parts to the east and west by an
average of 0.41 m (MUAI-MUA3 only),
ranging from 0.02 m for BULl between east-
ern and western Beqa to 0.91 m for MUA3
between Yanuca and western Beqa.
The amount of displacement between ver-
tically adjacent shorelines (MUAI -MUA3
only) increases uniformly with increasing ele-
vation between Yanuca and western Beqa;
this relationship is also manifest along the
Malumu Bay fault between eastern and west-
ern Beqa (Figure 5). Such relationships mean
that displacement between these areas did not
occur in a single event , which would have
caused all shorelines to have been displaced
an equal amount, but was continuous or oc-
curred in a series of discrete events from the
time of the relative emergence ofMUA3 until
at least the time of that of MUAI. This con-
clusion, which assumes that shoreline age in-
creases with increasing elevation, has import-
ant implications for the understanding of the
tectonic history of the area.
The relative levels of shorelines from is-
lands along the whole Vatulele -Beqa Ridge
have been plotted (Figure 6); the data used are
listed in Table 3.The absence ofa displacement
of consistent direction between Vatulele and
Yanuca, and indeed between Vatulele and the
whole area mean (Table 3), suggests that the
Vatulele-Yanuca ridge segment has remained
undeformed relative to present sea level since
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the time of formation of the oldest shoreline.
This conclusion agrees with that of Nunn
(l988a; in press), who argued, contrary to the
views of many earlier writers, that Vatulele
had not been tilted eastward. However, Nu nn
found tha t Vatulele Island was divisible into
a number of fault-bounded blocks that had
been downfaulted in a broadly eastward di-
rection . This observation suggests, as does the
regional bathymetry, that the area between
Yanuca and Vatulele may be relatively down-
faulted. If this is so, then the close corresp on-
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dence between emerged shoreline elevations
on (western) Vatulele , Yanuca, and eastern
Beqa (Table 3) can be explained only by sup-
posing that they are the sole in situ remnants
of an original Vatulele-Beqa Ridge surface .
Those parts of the Vatulele-Beqa Ridge in
western Beqa and between Yanuca and Vatu-
lele are therefore explained as grabens trend-
ing normal to the ridge axis within which sec-
tions of the ridge have been downfaulted.
The outlines of the geomorphology of the
floor of the Beqa lagoon (Figure 7) are of
considerable relevance to questions about the
structure of this part of the Vatulele-Beqa
Ridge. Two major paleodrainage systems can
be clearly identified. The first and largest com-
prises a north-south trough (AF) in its lower
reaches ; the other is confined to the southwest
of the platform, from which it exits at points
G and H. In addition to these channels, there
are several enclosed depressions, one off
Beqa's west coast (B) and two off the north
coast (C and D). The western border of de-
pression B was mapped as a 20-m scarp by R.
A. Eden and R. Smith (unpublished Fiji Min-
eral Resources Department Note BP34/5,
1984) with a vertical flexure of similar ampli -
tude just to its west. Depression B's eastern
border is well marked in the sounding data,
and its clarity despite the sediment lobe ema-
nating from Vaga Bay suggests tha t a similar
scarp may exist here.
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The western side of channel AF and the
eastern border of depression B are both
aligned with prominent changes in the aerial
form of the reef that fringes the southern side
of the island platform (Figure 7). This obser-
vation, combined with those about the nature
of channel AF and depression B described
above, suggests that these features are gra-
bens, trending parallel to Malumu Bay, which
account satisfactorily for the variation in
shoreline levels between western Beqa and
Yanuca.
Tectonic History of the Vatu/e/e-Beqa Ridge
A series of north-south faults, some form-
ing grabens, occurs between eastern Beqa and
Yanuca. Similarly aligned faults account for
the apparent eastward tilt of Vatulele (Nunn
1988a; in press) and probably also for the
relative down faulting of that section of the
Vatulele-Beqa Ridge between Yanuca and
Vatulele. A diagrammatic representation of
the pattern of faulting along the whole
Vatulele-Beqa Ridge is shown in Figure 8.
The Vatulele-Beqa Ridge is believed to be
an abandoned island arc, linked to approxi-
mately northward subduction during the late
Tertiary (Nunn 1989b). The parallelism be-
tween the axial trend of this arc and the ridges
and basins of the Kadavu Trench complex
to the south (Figure 9) suggests that volcanism
on Vatulele, Beqa, and Yanuca occurred as
the result of proximal subduction along an
ancestral Kadavu Trench, possibly one lo-
cated farther north than the present one.
Although the nature of modern activity
along the Kadavu Trench is not agreed upon,
it is clear that it accommodated plate conver-
gence throughout most of the Quaternary
and probably also during the late Tertiary
(Malahoff et al. 1982, Gill et al. 1984, Ham-
burger 1986). Late Miocene uplift of the pre-
dominantly limestone island of Vatulele was
proposed by Nunn (1988a; in press) to be
the result of initial underplating along the
Kadavu Trench, and this would most likely
have affected the whole Vatulele-Beqa Ridge.
Subsequent abandonment of this island arc,
perhaps the result of southward migration of
the Kadavu Trench, would have been accom-
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panied by lithospheric cooling that would
have led to contraction and rifting. I believe
these processes to have been responsible for
the development of the cross-ridge faults and
grabens on the Vatulele-Beqa Ridge described
above.
Nunn (1988a; in press) argued that Plei-
stocene uplift of Vatulele Island caused the
emergence of at least three shorelines and was
either related to compression of the area be-
tween the Kadavu Trench (Hunter Fracture
Zone of earlier writers) and the Fiji Fracture
Zone (north of Viti Levu) or was the con-
sequence of renewed subduction along the
Kadavu Trench, which was associated with
underplating and thermal uplift. Either ex-
planation, additional evidence for each of
which was discussed by Nunn (l988a ; in
press), is equally tenable for shorelines in the
Beqa and Yanuca group.
Mainly on account of its continuity, the
2.20-m shoreline on Vatulele, which is be-
lieved to be coeval with shoreline BULl on
Beqa and Yanuca (Table 3), was considered
by Nunn (l988a: in press) to have been the
last Interglacial shoreline, the relative emer-
gence of which was due solely to the net sea-
level fall since that time. This conclusion is
also transferable to shoreline BULl on Beqa
and Yanuca although there, unlike on most of
Vatulele, it has been disrupted by faulting
since its emergence.
The lowest shoreline on Vatulele, equiva-
lent to shoreline MUAI on Beqa and Yanuca,
was dated to 1375 ± 65 yr B.P. (Matsushima
et al. 1984)and was interpreted as the product
of a late Holocene high sea level. If its age is
assumed to be transferable from Vatulele to
Beqa and Yanuca, then I conclude that,
although sea level has fallen a minimum of
0.96 m since that time, displacement along
faults of 0.07 m and 0.25 m has occurred
between eastern and western Beqa and be-
tween western Beqa and Yanuca, respectively,
since that time. This suggests that the north-
south faults along at least the eastern part of
the Vatulele-Beqa Ridge are still active, a con-
clusion also suggested by the pattern of his-
torical seismicity (Houtz 1962, I. B. Evering-
ham 1983; unpublished Fiji Mineral Re-
sources Department Note BP33/8, 1984).
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FIGURE 9. Bathymetry of the South Fiji region (after Smith and Raicebe 1984). Abbreviations: B, Beqa; DR ,
Denham Ridge; K, Kadavu; 0 , Ono; V, Vatu IeIe; Y, Yanuca.
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Although the outlines of the present geotec-
tonic character of the Southwest Pacific and
its Cenozoic development are fairly widely
agreed upon, much remains unknown or dis-
puted locally. In the last two decades, increas-
ing interest has been shown by resource explo-
ration companies and international cooper-
ative agencies in the geological history of the
region, but their activities have been ham-
pered by the difficulties involved in applying
the regional geotectonic framework to local
situations. More exchange of information be-
tween land-based and marine geologists is
needed in the region, but, most especially,
more attention must be given to the small
islands (Nunn 1987a, 1988c).
The use of geomorphological information,
in this case the levels of displaced shoreline
indicators, to aid the understanding of local
tectonic history is underused, but clearly has
great potential, as some other studies in the
Southwest Pacific have also shown (e.g.,
~ Taylor 1987, Nunn 1987b). It is hoped that
this trend will continue.
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